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Impregnated with LSD
first question: is the ‘graphic novel’ a curse?

partly we’ve won our place in the academy because of the graphic novel. sometime in the 1980s, a taste distinction was broken down. suddenly comics were not just childish, fannish, or low-class trash. we went from this—

a pamphlet on crappy newsprint;

to this—

a nice hardback with decent production values, aimed at adults.

comics in the academy: three questions
FIRST QUESTION: IS THE ‘GRAPHIC NOVEL’ A CURSE?

PARTLY WE’VE WON OUR PLACE IN THE ACADEMY BECAUSE OF THE GRAPHIC NOVEL. SOMETIME IN THE 1980s, A TASTE DISTINCTION WAS BROKEN DOWN.

SUDDENLY COMICS WERE NOT JUST CHILDLISH, FANNNISH, OR LOW-CLASS TRASH. WE WENT FROM THIS – A PAMPHLET ON CRAPPY NEWSPRINT:

TO THIS – A NICE HARDBACK WITH DECENT PRODUCTION VALUES, AIMED AT ADULTS.
You soon had non-fiction, politics, memoir and all manner of other "respectable" subject matter. Suddenly, graphic novels were being reviewed in the quality newspapers, and on Radio 4 and on TV, and were in bookshops, as opposed to the newsagents or the specialist comics shops.

This magical transition has been seen to be responsible for the rise of new readerships, particularly women. If you look at the most successful graphic novels today, many of them are by women. This shift may also have helped inspire other kinds of diversity.

So, the graphic novel helped us come a long way, but at what price?

It wasn't long before the academy caught on, using the graphic novel as an access point. By the 2000s we had university courses, and academic booklists and journals – today there are 10 peer-reviewed journals, which is pretty staggering.

'Adamtine' by Hazel Reny
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FIRST OF ALL, LET ME SAY THAT I PERSONALLY THINK THAT A GRAPHIC NOVEL IS MORE THAN JUST A MARKETING DEVICE. SO I AGREE WITH THE LOGIC BEHIND THE CAMBRIDGE HISTORY OF THE GRAPHIC NOVEL, WHICH IS PERHAPS THE APOGEE OF THIS STORY OF THE RISE TO RESPECTABILITY.

‘THE GRAPHIC NOVEL IS A SPECIFIC [VARIETY] OF THE COMIC FORM, WHICH DISPLAYS A NUMBER OF PROTOTYPICAL FEATURES THAT CAN BE READ, COMPARED AND ANALYSED’

IN OTHER WORDS, I CERTAINLY THINK THE GRAPHIC NOVEL HAS ITS PLACE, AND THAT WE SHOULD CONTINUE STUDYING IT.

BUT TOO MUCH OF AN EMPHASIS IS A PROBLEM.

WHAT ABOUT STRIPS, WEB COMICS, THE SMALL PRESS, AND ALL THE OTHER TYPES OF COMIC?

IT MEANS THAT COMICS GET LOOKED AT AS NOVELS.

IN OTHER WORDS, TEXT NARRATIVES WITH ADDED PICTURES.

IN PARTICULAR, IF WE CONCENTRATE ON THE GRAPHIC NOVEL, THEIR LITERARINESS COMES TO DEFINE THEM.

FOR THIS REASON, THE LITERATURE DEPARTMENTS OF TRADITIONAL UNIVERSITIES HAVE COLONISED COMICS STUDIES.

THE VAST MAJORITY OF ESSAYS IN THE JOURNALS ARE CLOSE READINGS IN A LIT. CRIT. TRADITION.

THE VAST MAJORITY OF ANALYTICAL BOOKS ARE BY LITERATURE SCHOLARS. THE FIRST MASTERS COURSE WAS AT DUNDEE UNIVERSITY, AND CAME OUT OF A LITERATURE COURSE. AND SO ON.

IS THAT BECAUSE THERE IS MORE PREJUDICE HERE? I DON’T KNOW. ANYWAY, IT’S WHY SOME OF US HERE AT UAL FOUNDED THE COMICS RESEARCH HUB LAST YEAR - PARTLY TO PUSH BACK.

So, once this process of the ‘graphic novelisation’ of the form starts, it’s very hard to stop. I’ll give a few examples.
When I founded the Journal of Graphic Novels and Comics, I had big fights with Routledge about the need to include the term ‘graphic novels’ in the title. In the end they insisted on it. But this is like saying ‘The Journal of Carrots and Vegetables’.

Another example, the media will not review comics unless they are graphic novels. That’s a generalisation, but I was the Observer’s reviewer for ten years, and that was definitely the attitude. There were reasons for it – the public had to be able to buy the comic in their local bookshop. But nevertheless, I was warned off from reviewing things that were ‘too comicy’. And I believe that attitude is still there.

Third example, last year, this graphic novel was nominated for a Man Booker Prize.

Cue big celebrations – the media hailed this as another step forward.

But the Man Booker is a literary prize – it’s like entering an apple in an oranges contest.

Sabrina is a good comic in many ways, but it is a deeply literary comic – it’s very long, and it’s lots of panels with talking heads.

I think you can see what I mean...

So what to make of all this? In the academy, we are reliant on the canon – whether you like that idea or not, it’s what we base teaching around. With graphic novels dominating the canon, it sets up all sorts of dynamics. It’s easier for a student to get a proposal for a dissertation accepted if it’s about a graphic novel – especially if it’s one that happens to have been reviewed in the media – than it is about anything on this table. Or to get funding for conferences if the proposal has ‘graphic novel’ in the title. For researchers, funding bids are more appealing if they have the term ‘graphic novel’ in them. And so on.

What should we do? The graphic novel is at the nexus point of what makes comics in the academy both exciting and problematic. It’s got us this far, but maybe now is the time to say goodbye to it? Perhaps we need to move into a post-graphic novel way of thinking. But what would that mean? What would it look like? What are the implications of thinking about a comics studies future beyond traditional notions of literary prestige? I’m not sure. I’d like to know what you think.
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It’s easier for a student to get a proposal for a dissertation accepted if it’s about a graphic novel – especially if it’s one that happens to have been reviewed in the media – than it is about anything on this table.

Or to get funding for conferences if the proposal has ‘graphic novel’ in the title. For researchers, funding bids are more appealing if they have the term ‘graphic novel’ in them, and so on.

What should we do? The graphic novel is at the nexus point of what makes comics in the academy both exciting and problematic. It’s got us this far, but maybe now is the time to say goodbye to it?
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Second question: Is comics studies becoming instrumentalised?

Some of us in this room work in universities, and so we are familiar with the way in which an impact agenda has taken them over.

It basically followed the 2008 financial crash. Thus, the arts have to be ‘useful’ - they have to make money, or put students in jobs, or contribute to society in some way.

So, it’s inevitable that we’re seeing more research into how comics can be useful in schools, in the legal profession, in medicine, and so on. In other words, how they can be instrumentalised, and that’s fine. There’s nothing wrong with that kind of research.

So, the sciences and social sciences love comics because they can make their work more impactful.

My colleague Dr Ian Horton has called this kind of approach ‘applied comics’. And once you apply this remarkable artform to different areas of life, remarkable things happen. Here, I just want to point to three examples of work by my former PhD students:

This is John Miers - who is looking at visual metaphors for chronic illness.

This is Simon Grennan, who co-produced a comic about dementia using feedback from care workers.

And this is Pen Mendonca, who has developed a new system of ethical cartooning, as applied to the wellbeing of different marginalised groups of people.

This is Simon Grennan, who co-produced a comic about dementia using feedback from care workers.

All these projects are making the world a better place. This kind of work fits the impact agenda perfectly, and indeed this university’s strategy remit, very well.
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So, here’s the ‘but’ – and you probably know what I’m going to say... what about other kinds of research? What about my other PhDs, who are doing equally brilliant, groundbreaking work, but who don’t fit the impact agenda quite so snugly? Who may be doing more experimental work, or more historical work?

So, amongst my current and about-to-start PhDs, I have a student looking at biographies of artists and the new gallery bookshop economy.

One doing early print techniques.

One doing afrofuturism.

One doing a transmedia study of a well-known character.

One doing digital comics.

One doing philosophies of collaboration.

One doing digital comics.

What is their place in the future? Are they at the wrong end of this hierarchy? I hope not...

So, how do we think imaginatively about research that falls outside an instrumentalist agenda? Is it ‘a nice hobby’, as the Daily Mail and some members of government would like us to think, or does it encourage critical thought, problem solving, and lateral thinking? Is it at the core of what makes the arts and humanities worthwhile, and if so do we need to shout louder about this?
I realise, of course, this is part of a bigger question about the point of the arts and humanities – which takes in the point of art school, which has been one of Jeremy’s big questions for us. And I do understand the philosophical arguments.

But because of comics’ lack of cultural status, and the fact that we still have to justify ourselves all the time, this question seems doubly urgent. In some ways we’ve been forced into a defensive crouch, and I’d be interested to hear how you think we can get up from it.

Is it simply a case of ‘never apologise, never defend’, as the great American scholar Rusty Witek puts it? Or do we have to be more proactive? And how do we do that?

(I’ve got the best job in the world, haven’t I – supervising this lot…)

Third and final question: Should comics studies be a discipline?

I won’t spend much time on this one, because it brings together everything I’ve said so far. At the moment comics studies is a field.

We went from being a fringe interest at fan conventions when Martin and I started, to being a ‘field’, to being a nascent ‘discipline’.
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Third and final question: should comics studies be a discipline? We went from being a fringe interest at fan conventions when Martin and I started, to being a 'field', to being a nascent 'discipline'. I won't spend much time on this one, because it brings together everything I've said so far. At the moment comics studies is a field. This has been due to the reasons I mentioned above—the growth of the journals, the conferences, the courses, etc. And also, inevitably, the growth of the idea of the graphic novel. It has been said that comics studies is now where film studies was at the end of the 1960s. Fair enough. That's quite an achievement.

And it's been quite a trip...

But do we want to be consecrated by the academy, to use Pierre Bourdieu's term? Another great American scholar, Charles Hatfield, says no—we work best using guerrilla tactics in different disciplines.

HE SAYS THAT COMICS STUDIES IS ALREADY INTERDISCIPLINARY—BY ITS VERY NATURE—AND THAT WE DON'T GAIN ANYTHING BY BECOMING MORE EMBEDDED. THERE ARE OTHER REASONS, TOO, FOR THINKING IT'S A BAD IDEA. FOR EXAMPLE, IF WE GIVE IN TO BECOMING A DISCIPLINE, THEN WE BECOME 'DISCIPLINED', IN A WAY THAT MICHEL FOUCAULT HAS DESCRIBED, AND HEMMED-IN BY A LIMITING DISCOURSE.

IN OTHER WORDS, WE'D HAVE TO BEHAVE BY THE ACADEMY'S RULES, AND BECOME COMPARTMENTALISED LIKE OTHER DISCIPLINES.
Finally, should we be trying to become a discipline just at a moment when some universities are moving away from disciplines altogether and offering pick-and-mix degrees? There are some powerful philosophical arguments behind this.

On the other hand, becoming a discipline would recognise comics as an artform — and surely that’s a good thing? It would acknowledge that it is a form unto itself, and not an adjunct to something else.

It would recognise that a body of scholarship exists, and would provide a base for consolidating archives and resources. It would give us a sense of belonging.

And it would create jobs. I’ve mentioned my PhDs, but there’s a whole generation of PhDs out there who need jobs! They don’t necessarily want to work in literature departments or graphic design departments.

And I do mean all my PhDs... not just the so-called instrumentalist ones.

(or is arguing for jobs being instrumentalist in itself??)

So, just to conclude on why we should be a discipline — and to conclude my talk: maybe, it’d make it easier for a student to propose a dissertation that is not constrained by the canon, as dictated by an emphasis on the graphic novel.

In this age of the precariat, it would make us less precarious.

Which brings me back to question 1. And maybe it’d help us get up from our defensive crouch — which was question 2.
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so, just to conclude on why we should be a discipline - and to conclude my talk:

maybe, it'd make it easier for a student to propose a dissertation that is not constrained by the canon, as dictated by an emphasis on the graphic novel.

in this age of the precariat, it would make us less precarious.

which brings me back to question 1.

and maybe it'd help us get up from our defensive crouch - which was question 2.

what do you think?

thank you.
For more on the state of comics studies, please see:


Roger Sabin is Professor of Popular Culture at UAL. His research has an emphasis on the history of comics and cartooning, but takes in film, TV, and other popular forms — including subcultural studies. He is the author, co-author or editor of eight books, including Adult Comics (Routledge ‘Major Works’), Comics, Comix and Graphic Novels (Phaidon), The Lasting of the Mohicans (University Press of Mississippi), Punk Rock: So What? (Routledge), and Cop Shows: A Critical History of Police Drama on Television (Mcfarland). He was part of the team that put together the 2016 Marie Duval Archive (www.marieduval.org). He serves on the boards of eight research journals, and is Series Editor for the booklist Palgrave Studies in Comics; and Series Co-Editor for Palgrave Studies in Comedy. His journalism includes work for The Guardian, BBC and Channel 4, and he has been a curatorial consultant for The British Museum, British Library and Tate Gallery. The ‘Sabin Award’ is awarded annually at the International Graphic Novels and Comics Conference.

Roger would like to thank Jeremy Till, Oriana Baddeley, Tom Corby, Martin Barker, and Lynne Finn, and John Miers for producing this comic.
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University of the Arts London is Europe’s largest specialist art and design university and a vibrant world centre for innovation drawing together six distinctive and distinguished Colleges with international reputations in art, design, fashion, communications and performing arts: Camberwell College of Arts, Central Saint Martins, Chelsea College of Arts, London College of Communication, London College of Fashion, and Wimbledon College of Arts. Proudly associated with some of the most original thinkers and practitioners in the arts, the University continues to innovate, challenge convention, and nurture exceptional talents. One of our goals is to sustain and develop a world-class research culture that supports and informs the university’s academic profile. As a leader in the arts and design sector, we aim to clearly articulate the practice-based nature of much of our research, and in doing so to demonstrate the importance of the creative arts to scholarly research. The Professorial Platforms series is an opportunity for University colleagues and associates, as well as invited members of the public to learn more about the research undertaken in the University. The Platforms enable Professors to highlight their field of interest and the University, in turn, to recognise and commemorate their successes to date.
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